Centred
Accepting
Loving
Mindful

TOP TIPS
•

Use the illustrations and descriptions below as a guide.

•

Don’t worry about practising perfectly aligned poses.

•

Focus on using movement to invite a sense of calm.

•

Make sure there is enough space to practise the poses without
anyone bumping heads or stubbing toes.

•

Ensure children are safe with their bodies. For example, they
shouldn’t be trying to wrap themselves into a pretzel or doing
deep back bends.

•

Ask children to focus on gentle movement that feels comfortable.

Tree Pose – Vrksanana

Melting Heart – Anahatasana

Stand on your right leg. Bend your left leg. Place
the sole of your foot on the opposite inner thigh
or calf, (not on your knee), and balance. Keep
your gaze fixed on something in front of you to
help keep your balance. Pretend to be a tree with
strong roots that go deep into the ground. Hold
this for 1 minute. Switch sides and repeat.

Place your hands and knees on the ground. Reach
your hands forward and melt your chest toward
the ground. Keep your hips stacked above your
knees. Gently rest your forehead on the ground.
Observe any feelings that you have. Think about
3 things that you love, such as a family member,
friend or a pet. Hold this pose for 3 minutes.

Crescent Lunge – Anjaneyasana

Easy Pose – Sukhasana

Step your left foot forward. Bend the left knee
to 90 degrees, stacking the left knee over the
left foot. Keep your right leg strong. Make sure
your feet are hip-width apart to help you balance.
Sweep your arms out to the side until they are
above your head with palms facing each other.
Bring your shoulder blades down. Breathe deeply.
Hold this for 1 minute. Switch sides and repeat.

Sit comfortably in a cross-legged position,
resting your hands on your knees or bringing
them to your heart centre. Notice any
sensations in your body. Take 3 or 4 deep belly
breaths, breathing in and out through the nose.
Hold this pose for 1 minute.
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